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Abstract

A paradigm for maintaining the shape of a moving formation in two or three dimensions of a collection of agents, assumed initially to be point agents for convenience, is to postulate that certain agent pairs measure the distance between each other, and maintain that distance constant. When enough of the inter-agent distances are explicitly maintained, the remaining ones will be consequentially maintained.

When for a given agent pair, both agents are tasked with maintaining the distance, the formation is akin to a physical structure that for each agent pair with inter-agent distance to be explicitly maintained inserts a bar between those agents, equal in length to the distance required to be maintained between the agents. One can then ask when the resulting structure will be rigid, and rigidity of the structure will correspond to maintenance of the formation shape. An alternative control structure involving agent pairs has only one member of the pair given the task of maintaining the prescribed distance. In this case, the notion of a physical structure and the modelling using an undirected graph is inadequate. One can ask now when the resulting structure will persist; rigidity is necessary but not sufficient.
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